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Abstract Dynamical systems close to a critical state have the ability to sponta-4

neously engage large numbers of neurons in collective events called avalanches–but5

how can this property be actively employed by the brain in order to perform mean-6

ingful computations under realistic circumstances? In our study we investigate this7

question by focusing on the visual system which has to meet a major challenge:8

to rapidly integrate information from a large number of single channels, and in a9

flexible manner depending on behavioral and external context. In this framework10

we are going to discuss two distinct examples, the first a bottom-up figure-ground11

segregation scenario and the second a top-down enhancement of object discrim-12

inability under selective attention. Both scenarios make explicit use of critical states13

for information processing, while formally extending the concept of criticality to14

inhomogeneous systems subject to a strong external drive.15

1 Introduction16

Complex systems with numerous nonlinear, coupled elements may perpetually self-17

organize to a dynamical state close to a phase transition [2]. Such a system can18

be described as a branching process and, at the critical state, is characterized by19

power-law distributions of a variety of observables [74]. Considered a signature of20

neuronal networks poised at criticality, scale-free organization of neuronal activity21

has been observed in a wide range of data including in acute slices of rat cortex and22
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organotypic cultures [5, 16], dissociated cultures [46], awake monkeys [47], human23

MEG and EEG [61, 45] and human intracranial depth recordings [50].24

Neuronal networks operating at a critical state have been of interest to neuro-25

scientists due to the proposed computational benefits [59]. It has been suggested26

that critical dynamics may play a functional role in supporting complex computa-27

tions [33, 6], maximizing information diversity [44] and the number of metastable28

states [23], and improving object representation [69] with favourable dynamic range29

characteristics [30, 60, 19].30

The abundance of power-law scaling in the brain, taken together with the theo-31

retical functional benefits of networks operating close to a critical state forms the32

basis of the criticality hypothesis [4, 9, 48, 27], which contemplates the idea that33

self-organized criticality may be a fundamental organizational principle of neuronal34

networks.35

While the enhanced information processing capabilities close to a phase transi-36

tion is an important argument for this hypothesis, demonstrations of them often rely37

on rather ‘abstract’ theoretical measures, without realistic encoding or read-out sce-38

narios in mind. Furthermore, such demonstrations employ relatively homogeneous39

models without structured functional connectivity or strong external drive. This cre-40

ates an exciting opportunity to explore more concrete links between the abstract41

computational scenarios and the messier cortical dynamics under cognitive load.42

In addition, the majority of the experimental studies reporting avalanche dynam-43

ics in neuronal networks are in vitro or present recordings of spontaneous activity44

or the resting state, although recent studies attempt to understand the emergence45

of criticality in the cortex under sensory stimulation [58, 1]. Nevertheless, perfect46

scale-free organization does not seem to emerge under all conditions, especially in47

the strongly driven regime. Previous findings indicate that signatures of criticality48

are progressively disturbed during sustained wakefulness [42] and may diminish49

with increasing cognitive load [68]. Similarly, avalanche dynamics in vivo exhibit50

differences between wakefulness and deep sleep [50] and seem to be poised at a51

slightly subcritical state [51].52

In an attempt to unify these points, in this chapter we present the idea that flexible53

and dynamic information processing in the cortex, which requires fast responses to54

both incoming sensory input as well as rapid top-down modulations due to changing55

task requirements, may be boosted by critical dynamics. We explore the idea that56

in the active brain engaged in a cognitive task not all subpopulations are tuned to57

a perfect critical state at all times. Instead, the local activity regime can be actively58

modulated by properties of the external input or changing task demands.59

In order to make a concrete link to cortical function, we will focus specifically60

on the visual system and investigate how critical dynamics may offer functional61

benefits based on established experimental scenarios. In general, we will present62

a paradigm in which avalanche dynamics of local subnetworks, heavily involved in63

processing of a sensory stimulus, may be actively tuned towards or away from a crit-64

ical point, ultimately contributing to the detection or discrimination of the stimulus65

by higher visuocortical areas.66
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2 Collective dynamics and information integration in the visual67

system68

In this section, we will present a brief introduction to the visual system, its dynam-69

ics, and the typical computational problems it has to solve, as well as establish the70

general concepts and terminology which will be relevant for the detailed examples71

demonstrating how critical dynamics might support cortical function.72

Visual scenes. A visual scene is usually composed of a multitude of ‘objects’ such73

as four animals in front of a house with a window (Fig. 1). However, their repre-74

sentations on the retina or the primary visual cortex is distributed and fragmented:75

Every neuron has access to only a tiny part of the visual field (small blue circles),76

while objects typically occupy a much larger region (large blue frame). Hence for77

making sense of a visual scene, the brain has to process these elementary pieces78

of information in relation to each other, thus enabling perception and, ultimately, a79

successful interaction with the environment.80

Fig. 1 A natural scene from
northern Germany. For seg-
menting this image into mean-
ingful parts, our brain has to
integrate local feature in-
formation into global figure
representations: For example,
orientation-selective cells in
V1 might detect the pres-
ence of horizontally oriented
bars inside their classical re-
ceptive fields (blue circles),
which are then linked into a
representation of the whole
window (blue rectangle) by
subsequent stages in visual
cortex. Thereby representa-
tions of different “figures”
(such as the dog and donkey)
might share subsets of fea-
tures (contours, outlined in
dark and bright red). More
complex feature combinations
such as whole shapes can only
be successfully integrated if
attention is directed towards
the corresponding location
in the visual field (dashed
blue circles, head of dog and
cat) [38].
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Nevertheless, information integration in vision is computationally demanding.81

Objects in a scene might be partially occluded or possess fragmented outlines, thus82

complicating the integration process. Scenes can be cluttered, requiring to search for83

the behaviorally relevant information in a background of noise. Context can change84

a scene drastically, for example trees seem different when viewed from varying an-85

gles or under different lighting conditions, however, they still belong to the same86

class of objects. Moreover, scenes are dynamic: their content can change rapidly,87

making a continuous and fast reassessment of the current visual input necessary.88

Realizing these different computational functions requires many different neuronal89

processes to contribute, and despite the amazing progress on deep convolutional90

neural networks in machine vision it is still largely unclear how the human visual91

system solves all of these challenges. But above all details, there emerges a funda-92

mental need for two dynamic capabilities in cortical networks: the ability to engage93

a very large number of neurons in dependence on external evidence and behavioral94

context, and to do this very quickly and flexibly – a promising ‘application’ for95

critical networks.96

Feature integration. Physiological studies have established that, apart from the97

relatively local processing in the retina and LGN, information integration is mainly98

performed in the cortical domain. Single neurons in the primary visual cortex (the99

first cortical area processing an incoming visual stimulus) preferentially respond to100

certain basic features of a local image patch, such as its orientation or spatial fre-101

quency [28, 10]. Since these neurons thus signal the presence or absence of specific102

features in a visual scene, information integration in vision is also termed feature103

integration. In general, perceptual grouping of visual features take place based on104

classical Gestalt principles, where factors such as proximity, similarity or good con-105

tinuation of features determine whether they will collectively be processed as be-106

longing together [73], thus leading to a salient percept. Salient figures in a cluttered107

scene are robustly and easily segregated from the background, in what is termed a108

“pop-out” effect [31]. For example in contour integration, fragmented outlines of109

potential object boundaries are bound into coherent percepts [14]. Such enhanced110

processing of features due to stimulus properties is often described as a bottom-up111

effect [75].112

So what might be the neuronal correlate of feature integration? In many dif-113

ferent settings, feature integration is accompanied by firing rate modulations (e.g.,114

see [8, 53, 49]). Neurons which are stimulated with their preferred feature cen-115

tered inside their classical receptive field (cRF) have been shown to exhibit lower116

or higher firing rates in dependence on a surrounding, contextual stimulus outside117

their cRF [62, 35] – in particular when the center-surround configuration matches118

Gestalt principles such as colinearity of oriented line segments [36]. The caveat of119

these rate modulations serving as an explanation for feature integration is both their120

magnitude and their temporal characteristics: for example, in contour integration the121

rate enhancement is often small [3], and occurs with a large latency (150 ms) after122

stimulus onset [20]. In contrast, other experiments show that human image classifi-123

cation can be extremely rapid, leading to consistent differences in EEG traces in an124
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Fig. 2 Critical dynamics exhibited by local cortical subnetworks may be instrumental in flexible
modulations of object representation. a Bottom-up modulation of the neuronal response: A com-
plete set of features which constitute an object in the visual field is a more salient stimulus than the
random co-occurrence of a few of its features. A subnetwork poised at the critical point will dis-
play scale-free dynamics over the full system size, only if all of its units are externally driven (red
circles and links). Similarly, power spectral distribution of local population activity will display
stronger oscillatory dynamics when the stimulus is more salient. b Top-down modulation of the
neuronal response. According to changing behavioural needs, mechanisms such as selective visual
attention may dynamically shift the subnetwork towards or away from the critical point. A shift
towards the ordered regime is accompanied by enhanced oscillatory power, potentially assisting in
enhancing the communication between different areas.

animal/no-animal discrimination task (where contour integration would only be one125

of the first steps in a chain of multiple processing stages) after only 150 ms [67].126

As an alternative, information integration might rely on the relative timing of ac-127

tion potentials: Spatially and temporally correlated neuronal activity has long been128

hypothesized as a putative mechanism for representing parts or features of an ob-129

ject which belong together [25, 39]. In general, mutual synchronization between130

two neurons tends to become stronger if the stimulus components within their re-131

ceptive fields are more likely to belong to one object [32]. Models using oscillatory132

synchrony for binding features have been proposed [15, 52], but establishing oscil-133
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lations takes time and the emerging neural activity is too regular in comparison to134

synchronization observed in physiological studies of the visual system [64].135

Selective processing. To address the problem that a visual scene typically contains136

a substantial amount of information at any given time, the visual system dynamically137

and flexibly allocates its limited resources, in a context and task-dependent man-138

ner. For example, attentional mechanisms may selectively enhance the processing139

of information about specific features or locations in the visual field. Electrophys-140

iological studies have shown that rate modulations can gradually boost the repre-141

sentation of behaviourally relevant stimuli at the expense of irrelevant stimuli (e.g.,142

see [43, 71, 37]). Furthermore, it was observed that such enhancements are accom-143

panied by an increase in oscillatory cortical activity in the γ-band [18, 65]. In this144

context, γ-oscillations have been proposed to be the essential mechanism for infor-145

mation routing regulated by attention [17, 21]. Such oscillation based modulations146

provide the cortex with an effective mechanism capable of efficiently gating infor-147

mation flows [24] which would be difficult to achieve with the often much weaker148

rate modulations [22]. In contrast to feature integration, mechanisms of selective149

attention such as the enhancement of stimulus representations and the preferential150

routing of information are top-down effects [66].151

In this chapter, we are going to focus on the general idea that near-critical dynam-152

ics may promote rapid and robust processing of dynamically modulated information153

streams. In order not to be constrained by the specifics of a certain mechanism, we154

are going to discuss two distinct examples, the first a bottom-up figure-ground seg-155

regation scenario and the second a top-down enhancement of object discriminability156

under selective attention (Fig. 2). We are going to argue that regardless of the spe-157

cific mechanism, local emergence of critical dynamics in the active brain, either in158

a stimulus driven manner or through attentional modulations, may assist in prefer-159

entially improved processing of local information. This is broadly achieved by the160

activity of local subnetworks, representing different objects in the visual field, being161

pushed towards a critical point and away from a subcritical regime. This framework162

brings together the concepts of oscillations in population activity, synchronization163

at the spiking level and phase transitions, and suggests a universal functional role164

for correlated activity: flexible processing of information in a dynamically changing165

world.166

3 Critical subnetworks and figure-ground segregation167

In this section we will investigate the idea that the correlations in the activity of local,168

functionally connected subpopulations of cortical neurons may be modulated in a169

bottom-up manner by the presence of objects in the visual field. In particular we will170

focus on how critical dynamics may emerge in a subnetwork with the presentation of171

a salient stimulus, contributing to enhanced figure-ground segregation performance172

when using a coincidence detector as a read-out mechanism.173
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3.1 A critical model of feature integration174

Motivation. As described in section 2, particular feature combinations (‘figures’)175

are processed by our visual system selectively, or in a privileged manner, even in176

the absence of top-down instructions to do so. Such stimuli are commonly accom-177

panied by a “pop-out” effect, making these feature combinations highly salient in178

perception even if they are embedded into a “background” of distractor elements179

(for an example, see Fig. 3a). “Pop-out” is generally described as a stimulus-directed180

bottom-up effect. For example, a single local feature, such as a line segment whose181

orientation deviates from all other segments present in a scene will “pop-out” to182

an observer [70]. Interestingly, evidence suggests that both context [29] as well as183

the global stimulus structure [31] play a role in modulating the processing of an184

object by low-level, local feature detectors, thus requiring rapid co-processing and185

integration of multiple streams of information on different spatial scales.186

Considering both the general notion that a dynamical regime close to a phase187

transition may boost the capacity of a network to sustain rapid and efficient mod-188

ulations, as well as the dependence of perceptual grouping tasks on integration of189

spatially extended information, we hypothesize that spatially and temporally corre-190

lated neuronal activity may be conducive to bottom-up “pop-out” effects, which are191

helpful in figure-ground segregation.192

How local features are integrated to form global percepts, in order to segregate193

relevant figures from a background, is extensively studied, especially in psychophys-194

ical investigations on Gestalt perception [73]. For example, research on contour inte-195

gration focuses on how the visual system identifies the outlines of shapes or figures196

by grouping colinearly or cocircularly aligned edge elements into coherent percepts197

(Fig. 1, blue circles and red outlines). For illustrating our modeling paradigm, we198

will use contour integration as a proxy for all processes where binding of local fea-199

tures ultimately contributes to visual perception:200

A typical visual stimulus employed in psychophysical contour integration exper-201

iments consists of oriented Gabor patches. Other than a large number of randomly202

oriented distractor elements in the background, a stimulus may contain a target203

contour made up of appropriately placed and mutually aligned edge elements [14]204

(Fig. 3a). Due to the adherence of the Gabor patches to cRF shapes reflecting the205

orientation selectivity of neurons in the early visual system, we think of each edge206

element as driving a population of local feature detectors. Contour integration has207

been shown to be an efficient and fast process, which is robust within a large range of208

stimulus parameters both in humans [26, 12] and in animal experiments [40]. Over-209

all, the speed and accuracy with which contours can be detected in psychophysical210

experiments lead us to believe that a quick spread of activity and a subsequent swift211

employment of a large number of feature detectors which are involved in encoding212

the figure (or alternatively a swift suppression of background units) is necessary for213

effective contour integration. Therefore, we next investigate whether and how large214

scale avalanches spanning subnetworks processing a figure input may be beneficial215

in figure-ground segregation tasks.216
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Model dynamics. As model system, we adapt the Ernst–Herrmann–Eurich (EHE)217

model, which is an analytically well-understood network model displaying critical218

dynamics [13]. The units in the original network are globally connected (w ji = 1219

∀ j, i) non-leaky integrators and the coupling strength α between the units deter-220

mines the distance of the dynamics from the critical state (see [13] for details).221

In particular, each unit i = 1, . . . ,N is described by a state variable ui ∈ [0,1). At222

each discrete time step k, a randomly selected unit ui is perturbed by external input223

∆u:224

ui(k+1) = ui(k)+∆u. (1)

If its state variable ui exceeds a threshold, in this case 1, then unit i is reset, and225

all units j in the network including i receive recurrent input, scaled by the weight226

matrix w ji and the coupling strength α:227

ui(k)≥ 1 ⇐⇒ ui → ui−1

u j → u j +
αw ji

N
. (2)

If any unit j then exceeds the threshold succeeding the recurrent input, the procedure228

in Eq. 2 is iterated until the avalanche terminates. Here we assume a separation of229

time scales, such that an avalanche of spikes is infinitely fast compared to the time230

scale on which the external, driving input arrives. This means that each avalanche231

is initiated by a single unit firing due to external input, and is completed within232

one discrete simulation time step. Such an implementation allows us to precisely233

quantify the avalanche size and duration distributions.234

Couplings and subnetworks. For studying feature integration, we now assume235

that each unit represents a feature detector. If the corresponding feature, for example236

an oriented line segment, is present in a visual stimulus, the unit is activated by237

some external input. Detectors for features not present in the current visual stimulus238

receive no external drive. A figure is defined by an ensemble of features, which is a239

subset of all features represented in the network. We further require our network to240

be able to represent multiple figures, and that different figures might share subsets241

of features (Fig. 3b).242

Unlike in the original model [13], we use a systematically structured coupling243

matrix for representing figures in network topology. We begin with a zero matrix of244

size M×M and successively embed Nsub subnetworks, each containing N mutually245

and excitatorily coupled units. We posit that each subnetwork overlaps with exactly246

two other subnetworks by sharing Nshr units (feature detectors), which yields a cou-247

pling structure resembling a one-dimensional figure ‘chain’ with periodic bound-248

ary conditions (Fig. 3b, regions shaded in red color), with a total network size of249

M = Nsub · (N−Nshr) units. In this scheme, the units in each subnetwork collectively250

encode the presence of a figure in the visual field (such as a well-defined contour251

line as in Fig. 3a), and neighboring subnetworks may be activated by figures which252

share local features in their neuronal representation (Fig. 1, red contours).253
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Network activity. In order for the network to perform a figure detection task, we254

present it with a stimulus containing one whole figure and random background ele-255

ments. Such a stimulus drives the N units of one subnetwork, and N−Nshr randomly256

selected units from the remaining M−N units with external input (filled circles at257

top of Fig. 3b). All other units receive no driving input. The single unit i which258

receives the external drive according to Eq. 1 is selected with uniform probability259

from the Nact = 2N−Nshr externally activated units which make up the figure and260

background subpopulations.261

For evaluating the dynamics of different subpopulations, we separately record262

the activity of a ‘target’ and a ‘distractor’ ensemble with N units each. The target263

ensemble is composed of the N activated figure units. The distractor ensemble is264

composed of the N−Nshr externally activated background units plus Nshr units of265

the currently activated figure which are shared with one of the other, not activated266

figures. This is in consideration of the idea that units which belong to more than one267

figure may also be sampled as part of the background by higher areas.268

Since in a setting with shared figure representations we expect some degree of269

activity to spread from externally driven units to the rest of the network, we would270

ideally like to assess the extent to which it would affect network dynamics, and ul-271

timately task performance. To address this point, we extend our paradigm by intro-272

ducing inhibitory connections between neighboring subnetworks (Fig. 3b, regions273

shaded in blue color), with the intention to alleviate cross-talk between them through274

the shared units, and compare the results to our original setup.275

3.2 Results276

For the results presented here, we use Nsub = 7 subnetworks, each consisting of277

N = 225 EHE units, and we drive the network with an external input of ∆u = 0.022278

for a total of K = 107 time steps. The spiking activity of the network is recorded,279

and the dynamics of different populations characterized as we vary the overlap be-280

tween the subnetworks Nshr in addition to the coupling strength α . This gives us281

an idea about the plausibility of such a network topology under increasingly heavy282

load (i.e. where many units need to be shared between internal representations of283

different figures) as well as about the robustness of dynamics as we move closer to284

and beyond the critical state.285

Synchronization and avalanches. When we investigate the avalanche dynamics in286

the purely excitatory model, we find, trivially, that the activity of the target ensemble287

becomes critical and subsequently supercritical with increasing α . Eventually, firing288

rates grow without bound and the network gets stuck in a regime of infinitely long289

avalanches. We identify the α for which subnetwork activity is critical by finding290

the avalanche size distributions for which the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) statistic291

is minimized (Fig. 4a, white circles). For calculating the KS statistic [63], we used a292

reference power-law distribution with exponent -1.43. This was the exponent which293
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Fig. 3 a A typical stimulus from a contour integration experiment. It contains one figure consisting
of colinearly aligned, oriented Gabor patches, which are hidden among randomly oriented back-
ground elements. b The coupling matrix for the network model. This example consists of Nsub = 7
subnetworks of N mutually excitatorily coupled EHE units each (regions shaded in red). Every
subnetwork shares Nshr units with its two nearest neighbors. The stimulus externally drives all
N units in one subnetwork (filled red circles) and N−Nshr background units randomly selected
from the remaining subnetworks (filled gray circles). Optionally, one can add inhibitory synaptic
connections between subnetworks sharing units (regions shaded in blue). In our investigations, we
consider both, purely excitatory and mixed excitatory-inhibitory networks. In the dynamics of the
model (Eq. 2), the value of w ji displayed in this example is scaled with the coupling strength α ,
meaning that the absolute efficacies of all excitatory and inhibitory connections are equal.

yielded the minimum KS distance for a control network: a globally connected EHE294

network of size N, simulated for a total of K time steps.295

For very small Nshr, the presentation of a stimulus with one complete figure296

embedded into random background elements splits the network into two distinct297

groups: the dynamics of the subnetwork representing the target figure quickly be-298

come synchronous as we increase the coupling strength, whereas the dynamics of299

the rest of the network as well as the distractor population lag slightly behind the tar-300

get population in the sense that they comparatively lack large avalanches and highly301

correlated activity. Background activity instead exhibits a slightly larger amount of302

small sized avalanches (Fig. 4b).303

As mentioned before, due to our choice of sampling of target and distractor ac-304

tivity, the dynamics of the two populations converge naturally as Nshr approaches N.305

Therefore, any existing discriminability of target avalanche activity from distractor306

activity is quickly diminished with increasing Nshr (Fig. 4b-d). However, this con-307

vergence is bolstered by runaway activity, or activity spreading out from the strongly308
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b, c and d show the avalanche size distributions in the target and distractor populations for the
corresponding parameter combinations marked in red in a.

synchronous target units. This cross-talk between the subnetworks is also a factor in309

why the critical value of α decreases as we increase Nshr.310

Addition of inhibition. One way to circumvent runaway activity and alleviate the311

co-activation of background populations is to employ inhibitory interactions. In-312

deed, in the network with structured inhibition, we find that the coupling strength313

for which the target activity is critical is now robust against changes in Nshr (Fig. 5a),314

as well as the number of subnetworks embedded in the network Nsub (not shown) up315

to an overlap of Nshr = N/2. After this point, non-neighboring subnetworks begin316

to share units, which is an effect our choice of inhibitory topology cannot offset.317

We can verify that the cross-talk between subnetworks is negligible by plotting the318

analytical value of the critical α for a globally connected, stand-alone network of N319

units in comparison to the KS statistic minima (Fig. 5a, red line).320

The reduction in activity spill-over from the target population as well as the sup-321

pression of the externally activated distractor units is also apparent in the corre-322

sponding avalanche size distributions (Fig. 5b-d). In comparison to the dynamics323

in the absence of inhibition, we find that synchrony in the distractor population is324

further quenched while overall background activity levels are lowered. This across-325

the-board decrease in background activity also contributes to the formation of a326

larger buffer region of supercriticality between the critical point, and the transition327

to the infinite avalanche regime. While an average α increase of about 4% is suffi-328

cient to bring the purely excitatory network from critical dynamics into the infinite329
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avalanche regime, an average increase of about 8% in α is required for the network330

with inhibition.331

KS statistic of figure activity
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Fig. 5 a The KS statistic of the avalanche size distributions in the target population as a function of
the subnetwork overlap Nshr and the coupling strength α , in the network with mixed excitation and
inhibition. The red line marks the critical point αcrit of a globally coupled network with N units.
Other annotations are the same as in figure 4. b, c and d show the avalanche size distributions in
the target and distractor populations for the corresponding parameter combinations marked in a.

Task performance. Such discrepancy between the synchronization levels of target332

and distractor populations seem promising for putative read-out mechanisms to suc-333

cessfully perform figure-ground segregation. To capitalize on this finding, we use334

two leaky IAF (LIF) neurons, acting as coincidence detectors, for distinguishing335

between figure and background. We feed the population activity of the target pop-336

ulation to one LIF neuron, and activity of the distractor population to a second LIF337

neuron. In order to employ the LIF neurons as coincidence detectors and exclude338

information contained in the firing rates, we normalize the total input to each LIF339

neuron over the duration of a trial by its sum (Eq. 4). Specifically, the membrane340

potentials Vtar(t) and Vdis(t) of the respective read-out neurons evolve according to341

τ
dVp(t)

dt
= −Vp(t)+ f

K

∑
k=1

s̄p(k)δ (t− k∆ t) (3)

where p∈ {tar,dis}, τ is a time constant with τ = 10 ms, and f denotes an arbitrary342

gain factor. The ODE was numerically integrated using the Euler method, with the343

spiking threshold at Vθ = 1.344

Inputs s̄p(k) are derived from the discrete population spike time series sp(k)345

which contain the size of the avalanche which took place in population p at sim-346

ulation time step k = 1 . . .K of the discretized dynamics (Eq. 1). The avalanche size347
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is defined as the number of units which elicited a spike in the same time step k due348

to recurrent input. Since we separately record the population activity of the target349

and distractor populations, star(k) and sdis(k), respectively, and each population con-350

tains N units in total, s assumes integer values in the interval [0,N]. As mentioned351

before, in order to eliminate a performance increase due to rate differences between352

the populations, s̄p(k) is obtained by normalizing the population activity by its sum353

over time.354

s̄p(k) =
sp(k)

∑
K
k′=1 sp(k′)

(4)

where once again p ∈ {tar,dis}. For feeding the network outputs s̄p(k) into the LIF355

neurons, we choose the width of our simulation time step ∆ t = 0.02 ms, such that356

the average firing rate of a target figure unit, when the whole figure subnetwork was357

activated at the critical point, was approximately 40-50 Hz (depending on Nshr).358

This choice of ∆ t additionally revealed a periodic activity of large sized avalanches,359

or oscillatory behaviour, in the γ-frequency range – a realistic setup for a local sub-360

network in the visual cortex [11].361

Figure detection performance Pf ig is then defined as the difference between the362

output rates of the two read-out neurons, which in addition to α and Nshr depend on363

the gain factor f . In other words, how the task performance behaves, and where in364

the phase space it exhibits a maximum, changes depending on the value of f .365

In order to isolate the effects of Nshr and α on performance, we first assess366

whether a global maximum can be located for the performance as a function of367

f . This is carried out by first computing the task performance Pf ig(Nshr,α, f ) in the368

whole phase space spanned by Nshr and α for a given value of f , and then comput-369

ing the maximum Σper f ( f ) = max
Nshr ,α

[Pf ig(Nshr,α, f )] for each f . We then locate the370

factor fopt at which Σper f ( f ) reaches its maximum. To achieve the desired degree371

of precision with lower computation time, we implement a golden section search on372

the function Σper f ( f ) in the interval f ∈ [0,0.02].373

Within this range, we found that Σper f ( f ) has a clear global maximum at fopt374

(Fig. 6a). Typically the performance maxima are found at smallest values of Nshr and375

large, supercritical values of α , where target activity is high and distractor activity is376

almost completely suppressed (see e.g. Fig. 6b). The global maximum shown here377

is close to a rate difference of 150 Hz, but the value of the performance will vary378

depending on Nshr and read-out parameters such as the time constant τ of the LIF379

neurons (see section 5.1 for a more in-depth discussion).380

The value of f which maximizes Σper f ( f ) appears to be relatively robust against381

changes in other parameters such as the number of externally driven background382

units and the read-out neuron time constant τ , when chosen within a biologically383

plausible range (see section 5.1). Interestingly, when adopting the value f = fopt ,384

figure detection performance in the phase space peaks close to the critical α for385

most medium-sized values of Nshr (Fig. 6b). We find, as would be expected, that for386

a small number of shared units between subnetworks, where the risk of activity leak387

is low, it is most advantageous for the local figure population to display supercritical,388
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Fig. 6 a The maxima Σper f of the figure-ground segregation task’s performance Pf ig as a function
of f displays a clear global maximum at fopt . Since Pf ig is defined as the output rate difference
of the read-out LIF neurons, its units are in Hz. b Logarithm of Pf ig as a function of subnetwork
overlap Nshr and coupling strength α using the optimal gain factor fopt . White circles mark the
performance maxima for each value of Nshr . The red line shows the critical α as in Fig. 5. For the
medium range of Nshr where the performance maxima converge to the critical point, the read-out
rate difference Pf ig is in the range of 12-20 Hz.

strongly synchronous activity, in order to maximize coincidence detection. As Nshr,389

along with the overlap of the target and distractor populations, increases, figure390

detection performance Pf ig drops and the location of the peak shifts towards the391

critical α . These findings suggest that the critical state provides the optimal regime392

in which to perform feature integration in our model for a range of medium to large393

subnetwork overlap Nshr.394

3.3 Summary395

In this section we have inspected the dynamics of an analytically well-understood396

network of EHE units, where mutually excitatorily coupled subnetworks are em-397

bedded into the coupling matrix. Each subnetwork can be interpreted as represent-398

ing a visual object, or figure, defined by an ensemble of local features. As soon399

as these features are collectively present in a stimulus, the subnetwork will engage400

in synchronous activity, thus enabling coincidence detectors to optimally signal the401

presence of the figure when the dynamics are poised close to the critical point. Im-402

plementing structured inhibition between subnetworks which share units efficiently403

prevents cross-talk between neighboring populations, and makes the critical value of404

our control parameter α robust against changes in the number of shared units Nshr405

as well as the total number of subnetworks Nsub. Thus inhibition serves to make406

computation with critical dynamics structurally invariant, since little to no changes407

in the existing network topology would be necessary as the network expands and408

scales up.409
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Taken together, our results suggest that a task requiring fast and accurate inte-410

gration of spatially extended information may benefit from figure representations411

in the form of critical subnetworks. When individual feature detectors in such sub-412

networks are simultaneously driven by a stimulus, large avalanches can cascade413

through them rapidly and in a synchronous manner. Capitalizing on this, our find-414

ings indicate that the critical state will provide the best figure-ground segregation415

results in a synchrony coding scenario, given realistic resource constraints such as416

a limited number of neurons. Overall, these results imply that bottom-up, stimulus-417

driven modulations of visual information processing, and well-known psychophys-418

ical phenomena such as the “pop-out” of more salient stimuli and suppression of419

distractors, may benefit from local subnetworks operating close to the critical state.420

4 Attentional modulations of oscillatory states421

In this section, we will talk about how operating close to a phase transition may422

benefit top-down modulations of information processing. In a specific example, we423

will focus on how the experimentally observed phenomena accompanying visual424

selective attention may be reproduced in a simple network model poised close to a425

transition boundary. We will also discuss how such an operational regime may sup-426

port rapid and flexible enhancement of stimulus representation, as well as represent427

the information entropy maxima given certain read-out restrictions.428

4.1 Selective attention improves object representation429

Motivation. As described in section 2, selective visual attentional mechanisms430

are associated with the emergence of γ-oscillations in visuocortical areas. Such431

increases in γ-band power has also been observed accompanying an increase in432

spike-field coherence [18], supporting our hypothesis that cascades of rapid spiking433

activity may play a role in mechanisms underlying selective visual attention. In par-434

ticular, a top-down modulation of spike time correlation seems to be necessary to435

dynamically resolve which information will be gated in and which will be gated out436

by downstream visual areas [17, 22].437

In this section we will probe in which ways improved synchrony in the γ-band438

under selective attention may contribute to an improvement in information process-439

ing in the visual cortex, and how such an improvement may coincide with a phase440

transition boundary in system dynamics.441

Our model is motivated by an electrophysiology experiment [65] where a rhesus442

monkey (Macaca mulatta) had to perform a demanding delayed-match-to-sample443

task on one of two simultaneously presented, dynamic visual stimuli. These stim-444

uli consisted of morphing shape sequences covering about 4o × 4o of visual angle445

(for examples see Fig.7). The monkey was instructed to attend to one of the stimuli,446
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memorize the initial shape, and release a lever as soon as the initial shape reappeared447

in the morphing sequence. In parallel to this task, local field potential (LFP) record-448

ings were performed with an epidural multielectrode array implanted over visual449

areas V1 and V4.450

For three reasons, this experiment is interesting for our framework: First, recog-451

nizing the target shape required the monkey’s visual system to integrate local infor-452

mation into a global percept. This had to be done rapidly and continuously, since453

the shapes were morphing and the target could appear at different times during a454

trial. Second, neural activity was recorded in an area (V4) which is believed to be455

central for shape perception, and with a method (epidural recordings) where a single456

electrode has access to a large population of neurons and is especially sensitive to457

large synchronous events. Third, the task was cognitively demanding and was not458

possible to perform without directing attention towards the behaviourally relevant459

stimulus.460

Indeed the LFPs exhibited strong synchronization in the γ-band, which became461

even stronger when the stimulus inside the RF of the corresponding neural popula-462

tion was attended [65]. Although LFP recordings have a coarse spatial resolution,463

the γ-activity proved to be specific enough to succesfully be employed in discrimi-464

nating between different shapes in the RF [54]. Under attention, differences in syn-465

chronous activity between shapes were enhanced, hence improving classification466

performance of different visual stimuli [54].467

This prompted us to ask: can these observations of neural representations of com-468

plex shapes and their modulation by selective attentional mechanisms be linked to469

correlated activity in the form of neuronal avalanches?470

Model setup and dynamics. To answer this question we built a minimalistic471

model, where recurrently coupled local networks of leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)472

neurons process the individual shapes (Fig. 7, for details of model setup and data473

analysis please refer to [69]). We assume that the epidural recording electrode av-474

erages over a large population of M neurons. Each of these neurons can be, as de-475

scribed and illustrated in the previous chapter (see Fig. 3), part of a subnetwork476

specialized in the processing of a particular shape. Presentation of a visual stimulus477

S will activate a subset of N < M neurons (Fig. 7b) responding to the presence of478

the particular features contained in a specific shape, while the neurons represent-479

ing features not contained in the current shape will remain silent. For simplicity,480

our simulations only consider the subpopulation of N neurons currently activated481

by the stimulus, and for each shape we assume to have a different random coupling482

matrix W S describing only the recurrent interactions among the currently activated483

subpopulation.484

The shape-specific couplings W S were generated with a sparse connection prob-485

ability of p = 0.05 (Erdős-Rényi graph). With a finite N, such randomly generated486

couplings yield different graph theoretical parameters, such as mean in-degrees,487

mean out-degrees, mean betweenness centrality etc. The varying properties of the488

different subnetworks give rise to different dynamics, and are responsible for dif-489

ferent stimuli producing different LFP spectra in our model (Fig. 7b). Neurons are490
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Fig. 7 a A randomly cou-
pled recurrent network of
mixed excitatory (80%) and
inhibitory (20%) LIF neurons
(left) generates action poten-
tials which are observed by an
(epidural) electrode, yielding
local field potentials (LFPs)
modeled as a sum over the
pre- and postsynaptic network
activity convolved with an ex-
ponentially decaying kernel. b
Different stimuli in the visual
field (shapes, on the left) ac-
tivate different neuronal units
according to their receptive
field properties. The activated
units select stimulus-specific
subnetworks W A or W B (all
of size N and with connection
probability p, examples in
blue and red), whose coupling
structures differ slightly in
graph theoretical measures.
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driven externally by Poissonian input spike trains with constant rate fmax = 10 kHz.491

In order to analyze the activity of the subnetworks in a way similar to the analysis of492

the experimental data, we construct an LFP time series by smoothing the sum of the493

input and output spikes with an exponential filter. Spectral power of each time series494

is obtained, as in the experimental papers [65, 54], using a wavelet time-frequency495

decomposition. Attention is simulated by multiplicative modulation of the gain of496

all neurons.497

As before (Section 3.1), we employ a separation of time scales, which allows us498

to record the size and duration of distinct avalanches exactly.499

4.2 Results500

The most important parameters determining the network’s dynamics are the aver-501

age excitatory and inhibitory synaptic input strengths Jexc and Jinh. We define Jexc502

as the absolute strength of an excitatory synapse and Jinh = jinh · ε , where jinh is503

the absolute strength of an inhibitory synapse and ε is the ratio of the number of504

inhibitory neurons to the number of excitatory neurons. We investigated the model505

behaviour in the phase space spanned by these parameters, and quantified the dis-506

criminability of the LFP spectra of different subnetworks in short, single trials. Si-507

multaneously, we determined the phase transition boundary of the network based on508

neuronal avalanche size distributions.509
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Avalanches and gamma-oscillations. As one would expect, by independently in-510

creasing the strength of the excitatory synapses, or by decreasing the strength of511

the inhibitory synapses, we can induce synchronization in each subnetwork (Fig. 8).512

The power spectra display a characteristic peak at γ-range frequencies, which grows513

with enhanced synchrony, as well as a 1/ f offset, characteristic of neuronal back-514

ground activity.515
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Fig. 8 a LFP time series generated by the model. We increase neural gain in the model in order
to enhance synchrony under the attended condition. b Trial-averaged power spectra of the LFP
signals during presentation of different shapes (indicated by different color shades) obtained from
the model in comparison to the experimental data. For the model, different shapes are represented
by the trial- and time-averaged power from different subnetworks. Experimental data shown is
courtesy of Dr. Andreas Kreiter, Dr. Sunita Mandon and Katja Taylor [65].

This transition to more synchronous activity is well reflected in the avalanche516

dynamics of the network. If we look at subnetworks with high inhibition and low517

excitation, we have exponential avalanche size distributions (blue curve in Fig. 9a),518

signifying, on average, small avalanche sizes and low overall correlated activity. As519

we increase excitation or decrease inhibition in the subnetwork, we observe super-520

critical size distributions (red curve in Fig. 9a), characterized by a large bump at521

large avalanche sizes, signifying highly correlated activity. A similarly abrupt tran-522

sition in dynamics is also apparent in the distributions of avalanche duration, and523

average avalanche size for a given duration [69].524

We next identified where exactly in phase space model dynamics transition from525

asynchronous to regular oscillatory activity, using the avalanche distributions. We526

achieve this by using the γ-measure, which is a function of the relative weight of the527

tail of the size distributions close to the system size N. If this relative weight exceeds528

a given threshold, the γ-measure assumes the value of one, signifying supercritical529

dynamics, otherwise it is zero [69].530

If we plot the γ-measure averaged over all subnetworks 〈γ〉 for each point in the531

phase space, we can visualize what percentage of the subnetworks have transitioned532

to the supercritical regime (Fig. 9b). This shows that between excitation-dominated533

and inhibition-dominated dynamics, there is a narrow transition region in which534
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Fig. 9 a Avalanche size
distributions for three differ-
ent synaptic strength values
producing asynchronous to
synchronous spiking activ-
ity. Corresponding parameter
values in phase space are
marked in matching colors in
panel b. b The γ-measure as a
function of the excitatory and
inhibitory coupling strengths.
In the regions with 〈γ〉 = 1
all subnetworks, representing
all stimuli, are displaying
supercritical dynamics, and
in regions with 〈γ〉 = 0 all
subnetworks are displaying
asynchronous, typically sub-
critical activity. The blue and
red curves indicate the upper
and lower boundaries of the
transition region. c Discrim-
inability index based on the
LFP spectra of each stimulus,
as a function of excitatory and
inhibitory coupling strengths.
Stimulus representation based
on the oscillatory power of
subnetworks peaks rapidly in
a narrow region of the phase
space. The transition region
identified in b is indicated
by the blue and red curves.
Upper left triangular region
in gray: parameter combina-
tions not assessed in simula-
tions (highly asynchronous
regime). The dotted gray
line in b, c marks parameter
combinations with perfect
balance between excitation
and inhibition (Jexc = Jinh).
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some subnetworks are already supercritical while others exhibit asynchronous dy-535

namics. But how does this transition relate to network function?536

Stimulus discriminability. To answer this question, we wanted to understand how537

well stimulus identity is represented in the synchronous activity of each subnetwork538

in our model. For this purpose, we quantified the discriminability of each stim-539

ulus based on the difference between the trial-averaged LFP spectra of different540

stimuli, normalized by the trial-to-trial variance of the spectra for each, individual541
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stimulus [69]. In essence, this gives us a measure (discriminability index) of how542

much the LFP spectra vary between presentations of different stimuli as compared543

to how much the spectra vary between different trials using the same stimulus. Dis-544

played in the recurrent coupling phase space, we see that stimulus discriminability545

increases dramatically in the small region where the network dynamics transition546

rapidly from asynchronous to synchronous regimes (Fig. 9c, area between the blue547

and red curves).548

These results suggest that networks operating close to the transition boundary are549

capable of rapidly enhancing stimulus representation in their dynamics, with only550

small modulations to the neuronal input gain. If true, this means that flexible tuning551

of information processing by attentional mechanisms is optimal when the network552

employs a ‘ground state’ close to or within the transition region.553

However, these findings raise two important points to consider:554

1. In our model it is so far not clear how or whether downstream visual areas can555

make use of the stimulus information contained in the LFP spectral power repre-556

sentation, and,557

2. while the slope of the stimulus discriminability index is favorable for rapid mod-558

ulations of object representation at the boundaries of the transition region, its559

absolute magnitude is maximized within the transition region. However, within560

the transition region, a large number of subnetworks already display supercritical561

activity, which is strongly synchronous and exhibits a high degree of correlations.562

Ideally, we would like to have a better understanding of the trade-off between en-563

hanced stimulus discriminability, and the loss of information at the single spike564

level due to increasing correlations, within and around the transition boundaries.565

Spike pattern diversity. To address these points, we proceeded to compute the in-566

formation entropy [57] within the coupling space, in order to assess the diversity of567

the spike patterns generated in response to stimuli. In doing so, we consider different568

scales on which read-out of these patterns by neurons in downstream areas might569

take place. At the finest scale of observation, parametrized by K = 1, the read-out570

mechanism has access to complete information about the subnetwork spiking activ-571

ity. In this case, it can discriminate between spikes originating from distinct neurons.572

At the coarsest observation scale, K = N, the read-out mechanism is not capable of573

observing every individual neuron, but rather integrates the spiking activity of all574

neurons at each discrete simulation time step (please see [69] for details).575

This is implemented by calculating the information entropy H(X) of the spike576

patterns X, where each state Xi is based on a binary word of length N formed by the577

spiking activity at a given time step. For K = 1, the state variable X consists of N578

channels: each channel assumes a value of 1 if the corresponding neuron generated579

an action potential at time t, and 0 otherwise. The scale parameter K then reduces a580

spike pattern comprising spikes from N neurons to a representation of N/K channels581

with each channel containing the summed activity of K neurons (Fig. 10a).582

Quantified this way, we find that information entropy declines drastically within583

the transition region for all K (Fig. 10b-c). As we increase K, however, the entropy584
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Fig. 10 a Information entropy
of the spike patterns is cal-
culated using state variables
Xi. At the finest observation
scale (K = 1), Xi consist of
N-dimensional binary vectors,
which represent whether each
neuron fired a spike (1) or not
(0) at a given point in time.
For larger K, the activity of
K adjacent cells is summed
to construct Xi. b Information
entropy in coupling space for
the finest observation scale
(K = 1). c Information en-
tropy in coupling space for
the coarsest observation scale
(K = N). For both b and c, the
results are averaged over all
subnetworks. Regions where
entropy is largest, namely
90% and 95% of the maxi-
mum entropy, are indicated
by thin and thick red lines,
respectively. Solid black lines
mark the transition region
and the dashed gray line the
perfect weight balance as in
Fig. 9c.
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maxima in the phase space are shifted towards the transition region and to higher585

coupling strengths (compare Fig. 10, panels b and c).586
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4.3 Summary587

In this section we have shown that in a network of leaky IAF neurons, the tran-588

sition region between asynchronous and highly correlated dynamics, identified on589

the basis of neuronal avalanches, correlates well with a peak in stimulus discrim-590

inability. However, such enhancement of object representation comes at the cost of591

dramatically reduced information entropy in spike patterns as a larger number of592

subnetworks begin to display supercritical dynamics with increasing relative exci-593

tation. This dynamical effect implies the existence of an optimum between linking594

features together and losing detailed stimulus information. How far this optimal595

working point for the brain is from criticality strongly depends on the nature of the596

function being computed, and the corresponding read-out mechanisms. In particular597

in a passive cognitive state, the cortex might be further from criticality, but ready for598

top-down mechanisms of selective attention to kick in and rapidly enhance object599

representation as necessary.600

5 Discussion601

In this chapter we have investigated a specific role for critical dynamics in the cortex,602

namely, the rapid dynamic modulation of visual information processing. In order to603

demonstrate the generality of our approach, we have focused on two distinct exam-604

ples: one where changing stimulus salience modulates local subnetwork dynamics605

in a bottom-up manner, and one where top-down selective attentional mechanisms606

regulate oscillatory activity in local circuits. In both cases we have shown that since607

system dynamics transition rapidly as networks get closer to a critical point, being608

poised at the critical state provides us with an optimal regime in which to flexibly609

modulate network activity with either small modifications of stimulus properties or610

changing task demands.611

In particular, we have shown that both an increase in stimulus salience and atten-612

tional shifts may push local subnetworks processing a behaviourally relevant figure613

or object in the visual field towards a critical state. In the bottom-up scenario, such614

a push is accompanied by an improvement in figure detection task performance615

(Fig. 6) and in the top-down example by an enhancement of object representation616

in the oscillatory dynamics of these subnetworks (Fig. 9). Taken together, the two617

distinct scenarios both benefiting from critical dynamics hint at a generic correlation618

between fast and flexible information processing and an operating regime close to619

a phase transition, which is not restricted to a single mechanism. Importantly, these620

results provide us with concrete examples of how local emergence of criticality may621

play a functional role in thoroughly studied visuocortical phenomena.622

In light of these findings we argue that the active cortex is not globally operating623

in a critical regime at all times but that the differential in correlations, both over time624

and space, is an effective tool for the cortex to selectively enhance the processing of625

relevant sensory information. In general, our findings imply that selective, preferen-626
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tial or otherwise dynamic processing of visual information in a continuously chang-627

ing visual environment may be supported by local subnetworks operating close to628

a critical state, and our results show that in models under realistic constraints, the629

critical state may yield optimal performance for downstream read-out mechanisms.630

5.1 Robustness of results631

We limited the models presented in this chapter to minimalistic systems capable632

of demonstrating the relevant effects. The resulting lack of a large number of free633

parameters facilitated confirming that our results don’t critically depend on a very634

specific choice of parameter combinations among many.635

In the feature integration model, we have run parameter scans over most of the636

free parameters. We have confirmed that the robustness of the critical coupling pa-637

rameter against subnetwork overlap Nshr in the network with inhibition does not638

depend on the number of externally activated units Nact , subnetwork size N or the639

number of subnetworks Nsub. Concerning the read-out results, we have checked that640

varying the LIF neuron time constant τ within a biologically plausible range (5-641

20 ms) does not alter our conclusions qualitatively. However, we found the posi-642

tion of the task performance maxima in the phase space spanned by Nshr and α643

to strongly depend on our choice of ∆ t, when ∆ t is varied in isolation. Neverthe-644

less, changes in ∆ t also heavily influence the value of fopt . Therefore, repeating the645

golden section search and using the appropriate value of fopt for a given ∆ t, we ob-646

served the performance maxima always close to the critical point (within the range647

∆ t = 0.01-0.02 ms).648

We have used the non-leaky integrator units due to the analytical understanding649

of how the coupling strength modulates the avalanche size distributions. More com-650

plex neuron models (e.g. the addition of leak currents or conductances) may lead to651

varying results, although network behaviour may be reproduced qualitatively given652

small leaks and adjusted parameters [13]. Nevertheless, with the appropriate choice653

of network topology, which ensures synchronous activity in subnetworks and prop-654

erly structured inhibition to abate cross-talk between subnetworks, we would ex-655

pect similar results for the task performance. Our specific choice of the read-out656

mechanism (LIF with normalized input) is arbitrary and we believe any coincidence657

detector scheme should produce a similar effect.658

In the attention model, our conclusions depend mainly on the facts that in our659

model: (1) the emergence of synchronous spiking activity can be described by a660

phase transition as a function of an excitability parameter, and (2) synchronizability661

of the network depends implicitly on the topography of its connections. Therefore,662

we believe that as long as these requirements are met, discriminability enhance-663

ment will correlate with a narrow choice of parameters which generate near-critical664

dynamics.665
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5.2 Physiological Plausibility666

In this chapter we restricted ourselves to relatively simple models in order to ensure667

the demonstrated effects do not require fine-tuning of a large number of free parame-668

ters. In general, many modelling studies which similarly put forward computational669

benefits of criticality rely on comparatively abstract measures or are restricted to670

homogeneous or slowly-driven networks [33, 6, 30, 59]. In order to better under-671

stand the dynamics of the awake, active cortex, where such computational benefits672

will presumably be most conspicuous, we explore the dynamics of highly struc-673

tured (section 3), strongly-driven (section 4) networks, performing realistic tasks,674

with biologically plausible read-out mechanisms.675

As a read-out mechanism in the feature integration model, we used coincidence676

detection. We normalized the inputs into the read-out neurons such that the input677

from the neuronal population processing a figure and the input from the neuronal678

population processing the distractors in the background would be indistinguishable679

using simply the rate information. This is equivalent to adjusting stimulus contrast,680

which contour detection performance is known to be resistant against [26]. In ad-681

dition, although firing rate is a good discriminator in our specific, simple model,682

in other models which incorporate higher biological complexity, such as detailed683

balance [72] or inhibitory normalization [7], rates might carry little to no informa-684

tion useful for figure detection. Taken together with our results, this may imply that685

the cortex transmits local stimulus information using rates, and retains information686

about global object configurations in the time domain, thus implementing a multi-687

plexed coding scheme.688

In the brain, variability in connectivity of neurons in a local population is not ran-689

dom or homogeneous, but signifies a highly structured global network. As such, the690

biological cortex is not a random graph as was used in our attention model. However,691

the model captures the general idea that local feature detectors collectively process692

an object in the visual field, and that in an electrophysiology experiment the activ-693

ity of a random selection of such local detectors is represented in the recordings.694

Furthermore, the fact that different subnetworks have different critical points in our695

phase space originates from modest topological differences between the randomly696

generated coupling matrices. This means that the demonstrated transition region697

shrinks and ultimately approaches a transition ‘line’ at the limit N→ ∞, while dis-698

criminability decreases to chance level. One may alternatively choose to extend the699

model to encompass a more structured topology established, for example, by a bio-700

logically inspired learning rule. Hence, enhancing topological differences between701

subnetworks in the attention model would increase the size of the transition region702

and make our results more robusts against increasing system size. In addition, the703

general effects observed in our attention model are compatible with other tentative704

mechanisms relating to how attention may intervene with feedforward processing705

such as rate increases [65, 17].706

For the feature integration model, the 1-dimensional and symmetric coupling707

structure may be replaced by a more random assignment of units to multiple sub-708

networks or learned dynamical attractors with strong recurrent excitation within a709
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subnetwork. With this altered topology, we would still expect a coincidence detector710

to display high performance around the critical point, as long as there’s mutual in-711

hibition between units belonging to different subnetworks. This is because the most712

important ingredient for the maximized figure detection performance with coinci-713

dence detection is synchronous activity within a target subnetwork which is absent714

between random background units.715

Finally, our investigations raise one important question: Is our scheme only use-716

ful for a single stage of processing, or would it still be applicable in a multilayer717

model? This was not explored in this chapter, however, one important theoretical718

property of critical networks is their branching parameter being unity, often thought719

of as being beneficial for dynamics where activity should neither die out nor ex-720

plode over time. This idea is reinforced by recent investigations which show that721

arbitrarily deep neural networks may only be trained close to criticality [56].722

5.3 Critical Dynamics, Structure, and Function723

Currently, there is a growing interest in bridging the gap between the abstract con-724

cepts surrounding critical phenomena in the thermodynamical sense and biological725

concepts such as structure and function which are of interest to neuroscientists. For726

example, new studies are aiming to establish links between more subtle effects of727

different connectivity structures on criticality [41] as well as investigating the capac-728

ity of networks to support replay of learned spatio-temporal patterns near a phase729

transition [55].730

In our work, we intend to contribute to this growing body of literature, by provid-731

ing examples which directly relate to experimental settings at the behavioural level.732

We suggest that critical dynamics may be favorable for supporting rapid changes in733

network activity, necessary for flexibly modulating information processing based on734

changing stimulus porperties and task requirements. In order to achieve this flexi-735

bility, one factor plays a crucial role in our models: that the active cortex, strongly736

stimulated by sensory input, is not globally and constantly at a critical point. Sim-737

ilar observations were made previously, demonstrating progressive disturbance of738

critical dynamics with sustained wakefulness [42] and cognitive load [68]. Sim-739

ilarly, it has been suggested that avalanche dynamics in vivo display differences740

between wakefulness and deep sleep [50] and may be poised at a slightly subcritical741

state [51]. In an attempt to explain many of these observations, we suggest the tun-742

ing of local subnetworks towards and away from criticality as a generic mechanism743

to modulate sensory information processing.744

From an experimental perspective, we hypothesize that signatures of criticality745

may be readily and consistently found in vivo only when analyzing the activity of746

functionally connected subnetworks, during the presentation of a suitable stimu-747

lus. Currently, both subsampling of relevant populations as well as the separation of748

avalanche and external drive time scales present challenges for experimental tests of749

this hypothesis. However, we believe that both the efforts to correct for subsampling750
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effects in data analysis [34] and emerging developments in multielectrode recording751

techniques and optogenetic methods will be instrumental in advancing our under-752

standing of critical dynamics in the cortex.753
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